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Abstract
In many parts of the world, snowmelt energetics are dominated by incoming solar radiation.
This is the case in the Canadian Rockies, where sunny winters result in high insolation. Solar
irradiance at the snow surface is affected by the atmosphere, the slope and aspect of the
immediate topography, and shading from surrounding terrain. Errors in estimating solar
irradiation are cumulative over a season and can lead to large errors in snowmelt predictions.
Current gridded methods used to estimate solar irradiance in complex terrain work best with
high-resolution DEMs, such as those produced using LiDAR. The requirement for highresolution DEMs is a significant problem when modelling large spatial domains due to the lack
of LiDAR elevation information over much of Canada. However, it is possible that adaptive
triangular meshes, a type of unstructured triangular mesh that can adapt to fine-scale processes
during model runtime, are more efficient in their use of DEM data than fixed grids when
producing solar irradiance maps. A field and modelling study aimed at determining the effect of
changes in DEM resolution on fixed grid and adaptive mesh irradiation calculations is discussed
in this paper. As part of this study, the accuracy of these techniques is compared to
measurements of mountain shadows and solar irradiance collected in the Marmot Creek
Research Basin, Alberta. Time-lapse digital cameras and networks of radiometers provide
datasets for diagnosis of model accuracy.
cirque glaciers could be primarily attributed
to the differences in shortwave incoming
radiation.
Structured meshes in GIS are
generally referred to as rasters or grids.
Raster based models are common because
their computer representation can be trivially
implemented using two dimensional arrays,
a feature intrinsic to any modern
programming language. Despite their
widespread use, rasters have a number of
significant limitations for use in
hydrological modelling: drainage directions
are often constrained to 45 intervals, and
geometric artifacts and other sub-grid
variability can be artificially introduced
because of the ridged structure (Tucker,
2001). Representing a non-rectangular

Introduction
In areas of variable topography, a
surface's aspect significantly controls how
much incident solar radiation a surface is
exposed to. In a catchment in the Yukon,
Canada, Pomeroy et al. (2003) found that on
a clear day at midday, a south-facing surface
had 80% more radiation than the northfacing surface. Carey and Woo (1998) found
that aspect played a significant role in
snowpack melt timing and attributed this as
one factor that accentuates the contrast in
timing and magnitude of the snowmelt
between north and south facing slopes.
Chueca and Julián (2004) found that
shortwave radiation had implications for
glacial ablation, concluding that the
morphology and spatial distribution of small
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hydrolog
gical basin reequires buffeering around
d
the basin
n in order to capture
c
its irrregular
shape with regular ceells. This can
n result in
having to
o either mask
k areas out, compute
c
values fo
or areas not being
b
used in
n the
simulatio
on, or focusin
ng on a 'win
ndow' within
the basin
n that can be fully captured via a
raster, neeglecting thee rest of the basin.
b
These
problemss can be parttially mitigatted when
unstructu
ured meshes are used forr
topographic represen
ntation.
h basin
Research
The
T model do
omain for thiis project is
Marmot Creek,
C
show
wn in Figure 1, a
research basin operatted by the Ceentre for
gy, Universitty of Saskatcchewan in
Hydrolog
the Kanaanaskis Valleey, Alberta. The
T basin
ranges in
n elevation frrom approxim
mately 1450
0
to 2886 m.a.s.l
m
and iss located at
approxim
mately 50o 58
8'N and 115o W.
Vegetatio
on is charactterized by a
combinattion of clear cut, meadow
w, forest,
and alpin
ne terrain. Sh
hortwave pyrranometers
were placced at the indicated sitess in Figure
1; Apogeee SP-110s at
a Fisera Rid
dge North
and South, South Meeadow, Vistaa View, and
Haymead
dow; Kipp & Zonen CRN
N1s at
Fisera Riidge and Hay
ymeadow; an
nd Delta-T
SPN1s were
w installed
d at Fisera Ridge
R
and
Haymead
dow. Two tim
me-lapse cam
meras were
installed;; one at Fiserra Ridge loo
oking
towards Mount
M
Allan
n, and one att Fisera
Ridge No
orth facing Mount
M
Collem
mbola.

ure 1: Marm
mot Creek Reesearch basinn, Alberta.
Figu

Importa
ance of shad
ding
As
A noted abov
ve, slope and
d aspect is
importan
nt for energy calculationss. However,
many stu
udies do not considered shading
s
of a
surface from
fr
the surrrounding terrrain. As
shown in
n Figure 2, sh
harp topograaphic
shadows dramatically
y decrease th
he
irradiance to a slope. The errors from
f
failing
to capturre this processs accumulatte
througho
out the season
n.

Figu
ure 2: Time lapse photoggraphs from
m Fisera Ridg
ge
norrth showing topographicc shading. Thhe red arrow
w
shoows the southh meadow cllearing site. Photos taken
n
Nov 10, 2010 at 15:00 and 16:00.
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Model development
A raster dataset, such as that derived
from LiDAR, may be triangulated using
Delaunay triangulation. Using this method,
the triangulation could be constrained to the
model domain, streams, or any other feature
as required. Once the triangulation is
constructed, shading locations can be
mapped using, and expanding upon, the
method proposed by Montero, et al. (2009).
Other methods such as ray tracing are
possible, however when working with
arbitrarily orientated triangles it becomes
difficult to know how many directions to
look in. As the topographic scale changes,
the look directions and collision tests must
change, further increasing the uncertainty of
the tests, and increasing the computational
costs.
The method of Montero et al. (2009)
determines shaded areas by determining
what triangles are in front of other triangles
with respect to the sun. To do this, the
coordinate system is rotated so that the
vertical coordinate (z) is rotated until it
points at the sun. In this rotated
configuration, some triangles may be located
between the sun and other triangles, and
therefore result in shading. Details of this
rotation follow.
be the solar elevation, and
Let
be the solar azimuth (clockwise from north,
in radians) for a certain time t. Then the
vector defining the solar beam ( in terms
of a unit spherical coordinate system is
given by
sin
cos

cos
cos

Let
be the x rotation matrix and
z rotation matrix given as:
1
0
0

0
cos
sin

be the

0
sin
cos

and
cos
sin
0

sin
cos
0

0
0 .
1

Then the rotation from x,y,z to x’,y’,z’ is
done via the Euler rotation E where
0
cos
cos sin
sin sin

sin
cos cos
sin cos

0
sin
cos

.

Where, borrowing from Montero, et al.
(2009),
and
.
The rotation E is applied to each vertex of
every triangle. Then the rotated triangles can
be projected onto the x’y’ plane by ignoring
their z’ values; that is, they are shown as 2D
triangles. The triangles can then be coloured
according to each of the 3 vertex’s z’ values.
An example of this is shown in Figure 3; the
colours represent the z’ values of each
triangle, ranging from blue for low, and red
for high. The scene is shown with the
observer between the sun and the terrain. No
scale is given because the z’ values are not
physical values and are relative, denoting
“closer to” the sun for high values, and
“farther from” the sun for low values. This is
shown from a different perspective in Figure
4, with the observer located looking
approximately towards the sun.

.

sin
Let x,y,z be a reference coordinate system
with x positive in the east, y positive in the
north, and z positive in the vertical direction
that the topographic data is defined in. Let
x’,y’,z’ be a coordinate system obtained by
performing an XZX Euler rotation of x,y,z.

Shadow detection
Montero et al. (2009) suggested
constructing the entire triangulation via
nested triangles. However, this does not
3
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propperly classifiied, this is atttributed to tthe
apprroximating tr
triangle-trianngle detectioon.
Thiss numerical pprecision wiill be fixed inn
futur
ure work.

allow forr constrainin
ng to hydrolo
ogically
importan
nt features su
uch as basin outlines, or
streams. Therefore in
n this paper nested
n
Rivara 4--T triangles (Rivara, 198
87) will be
used only
y after the Delaunay
D
triaangulation.
In this ap
pproach, each
h Delaunay triangle is
subdivideed into 4 sub
b triangles fo
ollowing thee
algorithm
m proposed by
b Rivara (1987).
Because of the nestin
ng, it allows triangles to
be refined and coarseened during model
runtime without
w
requ
uiring a domain wide
remeshin
ng, nor chang
ging the shap
pe of the
Delaunay
y triangles. Instead
I
of staarting with
many sm
mall triangles, triangles caan be
refined as needed to capture shad
dow bounds,,
and coarssened when either fully in
i sun or
shadow. This adaptiv
ve resolution
n is
computattionally morre efficient and
a allows
for captu
uring the shad
dow boundaary
accuratelly, even if th
he original daataset is not
of a high
h resolution.
In
n order to deetermine whiich triangles
are shadeed, a centre for
f each sub--triangle is
calculated and, if a su
ub-triangle centre
c
lies
within an
nother non su
ub-triangle, a collision
has occurrred. This is done instead of
triangle-ttriangle colliision detection because
it is comp
putationally more efficieent.
This
T recursivee, sub-triang
gle
representtation allowss for capturin
ng the
advancin
ng front of th
he shadow. Montero
M
et
al. (2009) only considered one leevel of
subdivisiion, as is currrently done here.
Howeverr future work
k will allow for multiplee
levels of adaptive div
vision. This will
w allow
each of th
he larger Deelaunay trian
ngles to
contain an
a arbitrary number
n
of sm
maller,
nested triiangles. An example
e
bin
nary
shadow/n
no shadow map
m construccted using
this meth
hod is shown
n in Figure 5. The
locationss A and B in Figures 3, 4 and 5
show areeas that are expected to be
b shaded.
As shown
n in Figure 3,
3 B should be
b shaded
and locattion B in Fig
gure 5 confirrms this.
Although
h some numeerical probleems are
visible in
n Figure 5 wh
here trianglees fail to be

B
A

Figu
ure 3: Domaain projectedd onto x’y’
colooured by z’ vvalues. Show
wn with the
obseerver locatedd between thhe sun and thhe
terraain. The redd values are ““closer to” thhe
sun and the bluee values are ““farther” froom
the ssun. Model ttime: 15:30. Labels A annd B
discuussed below
w.
N

A

B

ure 4: The reed values aree “closer to”” the
Figu
sun and the bluee values are ““farther” froom
the ssun. This shoows that the left most riddgeline has an oppoortunity to shhade topograaphy
wn in shadess of yellow oor green for
show
exam
mple. Modell time: 15:300. Marmot C
Creek
basinn is outlinedd in black.
Howeverr, these are ppromising innitial
resuults as it show
ws a TIN without ray traacing
creaating topograaphic shadow
ws from rem
mote
topoographic feattures.
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A

unsttructured, addaptive meshh is used to
captture shading without the need for rayy
traciing. These m
model data w
will be compaared
to orrthorectifiedd imagery to validate thee
moddel and help understand sscaling effeccts.
Furtther compariisons with m
measured
irraddiance will bbe done.

B
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n Figure 2. Once
O
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orthorecttified, imagee processing can
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w bounds alllowing for
direct em
mpirical comp
parison with
h model
data. In addition,
a
meaasured irradiiance will
be compaared to modeel outputs off direct and
diffuse beam for shad
dow and no--shadow
areas. Ass well, a variiety of existiing shading
codes will be run to determine
d
th
he effects of
spatial reesolution on their predicttions.
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in the liteerature, the effect
e
of reso
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gated.
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Conclusiion
Raster
R
represeentation of topography
t
for hydro
ological purp
poses is not always
a
ideal, and
d alternativee data structu
ures can
mitigate most of the shortfalls. For example,
utilizing adaptive meeshes to captture subtriangle shading
s
can more efficieently utilize
low resollution dataseets. Utilizing
g ideas put
forth by Montero,
M
et al. (2009), an
a
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